Ely area capacity
enhancement programme

Consultation opens on 21 September
and closes on 1 November 2020

What is the Ely area capacity
enhancement programme?
The Ely area capacity enhancement
(EACE) programme is a proposal to
upgrade the railway to allow more trains
to run through Ely. The aim is to improve
connectivity and reliability for passenger

services and meet the demand for
more rail freight between the Port of
Felixstowe, the West Midlands and the
North to support sustainable, long-term
economic growth.

Why is Network Rail consulting?
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Network Rail is planning a series of public consultation events
to raise awareness of the work we are doing and to open a
dialogue with a wide range of audiences about:

Ely

Railway routes

• potential benefits of the scheme

Key stations

• the challenges we have to address
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• how we will consult the public
• current funding position.
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As part of this consultation, we are explaining how you can
feed back your views to us.
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Why is the
railway around
Ely important?

Why does the
railway need to
be improved?

What do we need
to do to improve
capacity?

The railway around Ely is an important
and busy part of the network where five
railway lines converge, providing routes
for trains operated by Greater Anglia,
Great Northern, East Midland and Cross
Country services.

Owing to the existing layout of the tracks
and junction, signals and existing speed
restrictions across key bridges, the railway
through Ely is operating at full capacity. This
means that we cannot increase the number
of services through Ely because it is acting
as a bottleneck on the network.

In order to increase capacity of the railway
we need to address the following challenges:

It is also an important part of the
strategic freight network connecting the
Port of Felixstowe to the West Midlands
and the North.
Ely station is a key interchange
for passengers when travelling to
destinations including Cambridge to the
south, Peterborough to the north-west,
King’s Lynn to the north and Norwich to
the north-east.

As rail freight demand is growing, increasing
the capacity will support a shift from road
to rail thereby providing a faster, greener,
safer and more efficient way of transporting
goods across the country; helping to remove
lorries from the roads and further reducing
pollution and congestion.

• removing existing speed restrictions across
key bridges to allow trains to run more
efficiently
• remodelling the track layout at Ely station
to accommodate more train services
• modifying Ely station platforms to
accommodate more train services
• remodelling the track layout at Ely North
Junction to allow more trains per hour to
pass through safely and efficiently
• upgrading the signalling system in line
with any changes to the track layout
• upgrading or closing existing level
crossings while maintaining connectivity of
the road network.

On the last point running more trains
would increase barrier down times at level
crossings and this may require additional
measures to maintain safety for all level
crossing users.
As we develop the rail options to improve
capacity, we also need to understand the
impact on road users and what we can do
to maintain impxortant road connections
into Ely from surrounding communities.
All of these potential interventions
will need to be assessed as part of the
continuing development work for the
EACE programme.

Managing the impacts of our work

Authorising (subject to funding)

The EACE programme is in the early
stages of development. The work being
undertaken now will help inform what
we will need to do to improve the railway
and how we will undertake the works and
manage the impacts.

We are committed to working with local
communities, local stakeholders and
statutory bodies to better understand the
area we are working in.

To improve rail capacity, it is likely that
we will need to undertake work on railway
land and beyond the existing boundary of
Network Rail.

We are also committed to presenting
our proposals as they develop, engaging
and consulting with passengers and local
communities to help inform the stages of
design and development stages as well as
our decision-making processes.

Works required within the railway boundary
are likely to be undertaken using Network
Rail’s permitted development rights.

To understand the rail environment
around Ely more thoroughly, we are
carrying out various studies to continue
this development work and help us to
make the best decisions for the railway
and for Ely.

However, where we propose to use land or
build outside of these boundaries, we will
need to prepare a Transport and Works Act
Order (TWAO) application for submission
to the Secretary of State for Transport to
obtain the necessary consent.
We will need to prepare a detailed
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)

of the proposals to identify potential
significant impacts on the environment
and local communities as a result of the
construction of the scheme and operation
of the upgraded railway.
Completing this work will also help to
identify mitigation measures to address
construction and operational impacts.
The findings of the assessment will be
presented in an Environmental Statement
and Non-Technical Summary that will
(subject to funding) be submitted with
our application for a Transport and Works
Act Order.
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Further consultation rounds are
being planned later which will focus
on other important locations. These
consultation rounds are shown on the
Consultation timeline graphic further on
in the booklet.
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This area (called Ely south) includes
Ely station track layout, several bridge
structures and Kiln Lane level crossing.
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Future consultation rounds
Following this first consultation round
about the challenge of increasing
capacity, a second round of public
consultation is planned in early 2021
which will focus on potential options
for the area of railway shown on the
map opposite.
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Further design and development of
the EACE programme, including future
consultation events and authorisation
will be subject to future funding
decisions by the Department for
Transport following the Rail Networks
Enhancements Pipeline (RNEP) process.
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Network Rail has secured £13.1m
funding from the Department for
Transport and £9.3m funding from
the Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Combined Authority, New Anglia Local
Enterprise Partnership (LEP) and the
Strategic Freight Network to understand
the scale of the challenge to increase
capacity through Ely.
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Consultation timeline
As we progress the design/development work, we will
consider, but not be limited to, the following factors in
deciding on preferred options:
• does the option deliver the required
capacity and meet stakeholder
aspirations?
• is the option consistent with railway and
wider social, environmental and economic
policy?
• the impact on communities and
passengers
• environmental and sustainability impacts
• the amount of additional land that would
be required to deliver the scheme
• is it affordable?
• can it be constructed?
• operational access requirements
• maintenance.
Feedback is invited on these factors.

How to have your say
We want your feedback to help us develop options which we will
consult on in 2021.
You can submit your feedback by sending in our freepost
feedback form, or taking our online survey at:

networkrail.co.uk/Ely
Or by emailing:

ElyAreaCapacityEnhancements@networkrail.co.uk
For further information you can also call Network Rail’s
national helpline on:

03457 11 41 41
Or follow us on Twitter:

@networkrailLST
#ElyRail

